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Overview:

Recycle Colorado proactively reached over 5.2 million residents in three communities between

August 2020 and January 2021 with a recycling ad campaign highlighting the importance and

benefits of recycling.  A total of 8,435 tons of curbside recycling was collected from the three

communities during that same timeframe, helping them maintain consistent recycling rates

during a turbulent period when COVID-19 increased overall waste collection by 25-30%.

Goals

Six recycling messages were marketed to three Colorado

communities with single-hauler residential recycling. The

goals were to increase overall recycling collection and to test

which recycling message(s) resonated the best.

Front Range Communities

The three Front Range cities of Commerce City, Longmont, and Thornton were chosen for their

similar demographics and because all three municipalities offer single-hauler residential

recycling.



Table 1. Population data for participating cities.

From Colorado’s State Demography Office (https://gis.dola.colorado.gov/apps/ProfileDashboard2/) and

United States Census Bureau
(https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/commercecitycitycolorado,lovelandcitycolorado,longmontcitycolo

rado,US/PST045219).

Map of selected cities:

Recycling Message Themes

Recycle Colorado created six unique recycling ads in English and Spanish. Themes for the ads

were selected in an effort to increase overall recycling collection and to promote general

https://gis.dola.colorado.gov/apps/ProfileDashboard2/
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/commercecitycitycolorado,lovelandcitycolorado,longmontcitycolorado,US/PST045219
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/commercecitycitycolorado,lovelandcitycolorado,longmontcitycolorado,US/PST045219


awareness about recycling and why it is important for Colorado. One message was advertised

per month over six months. The themes included:



Communication Methods
A cross media optimization strategy was used to reach the greatest target audience while
reinforcing ads through three different advertising media.

1) Digital media:
o Google Display Ads was chosen for digital media. It allowed us to test a variety of

images, headlines, and ad copy for each ad and subsequently rank performance.
Google Display Ads eliminated the need to constantly monitor public comments and
questions, which can be time consuming.

o The Google Display Ads received 5,259,133 impressions.
o The campaign prompted 14,698 clicks which directed residents' to their respective

City's website recycling page to learn more about their community's recycling
programs.

2) Exterior signage:
o The ads were displayed at two bus shelters in each participating city. The locations of

the bus shelters changed each month to best cover the geographic areas in each city.
The ads could be easily seen by motorists and public transportation riders. This was
also one way to ensure people lacking internet access could see the ads.

o The bus shelter ads received an estimated 1,776,000 – 4,448,000 impressions.
3) City communications:

Each City was provided with customized collateral that could be promoted during our

advertising campaign and beyond. We believed that messaging coming directly from the

community would reinforce the advertising campaign sponsored by Recycle Colorado. For

these reasons, Recycle Colorado collaborated with each city to produce:

o Recycling flyer that could be included with a city newsletter and/or posted to the
city’s website. (See Appendix)

o Video clip featuring each city’s landmarks and a statement from the Mayor or city
official about the importance of recycling in their community. (See Appendix)

Data Tracking

This recycling advertising campaign had two distinct goals.  The first goal was to increase overall

recycling rates in each of three cities.  The second goal was to test which recycling message(s)

resonated best with the residents of each community. With these goals in mind, we pursued

two data tracking protocols, one for each goal.

1) Digital media:
Digital media advertising was done through Google Display Ads.  These Display campaigns show
digital ads on a variety of websites, mobile apps, and YouTube channels based on a variety of
audience targeting criteria, including geography, language, interests, and behaviors. In addition



to audience targeting, these Google Display Ads campaigns used an automated bid strategy in
an attempt to show ads to the most people possible in each selected city. This bid strategy is
referred to as cost-per-thousand viewable impressions (vCPM) bidding, which tries to generate
the most impressions for every dollar spent. 

However, in early January, the last month of the project, after seeing a steady decline in

performance, the bid strategy was changed from vCPM to "Maximize Clicks." Normally, this

change in bid strategy should decrease the cost-per-click (CPC), while simultaneously increasing

the cost-per-thousand impressions (CPM). However, after changing the bid strategy to Maximize

Clicks in January, we saw a significant and unexpected increase in BOTH clicks and impressions

along with notable decreases in CPCs and CPMs. In other words, to our surprise, all

performance metrics improved.

Each month we specified that the ads should be served to residents in each of the respective
cities. Individuals with their browsers set to English received the English version of the ad, while
individuals whose internet browser was set to Spanish received the Spanish version of the same
ad.  We benefited from Google Display Ads’ ability to test various combinations of images,
headlines, and copy.  We wanted to see what images resonated best and what headlines
inspired the most action.  The measurement of success we used for each ad was the
click-through rate.  Clicking on an ad would take the viewer directly to their city’s recycling
website for additional information about waste hauling and recycling services in that specific
city.

Results from the Google Advertising Campaign

Since two different campaign strategies were used, we show two separate charts to best

indicate results from each time period:

- August 2020 – December 2020:  Strategy was to maximize total ad views (Impressions)
- January 2021: Strategy was to maximize total number of clicks (CTR) through

remarketing



During the six months of the ad campaign, the ads received 5,259,133 views and inspired

14,698 individuals to click the ad to receive more recycling information.



Table 2. Dashboard of overall results from Google Display Ads.

Impressions: Number of times the ad was served; Clicks: The action of ‘clicking here’ to see more

information (directed viewers to their City’s recycling website); CPM: Cost per 1,000 impressions; CPC:

Cost per click; CTR: Click-through rate.

Since the change in January’s bid strategy significantly changed the results, we segregated
January data.
o August 2020 – December 2020:  Strategy was to maximizing total ad views (Impressions)
o January 2021: Strategy was to maximize total number of clicks (CTR)



Table 3. English-only Google Display Ads.

Table 4. Spanish-only Google Display Ads.
While Spanish speakers were more expensive to reach (higher CPMs), this audience had higher CTRs and

lower CPCs. This indicates ads resonated with this audience even more than with English speakers.

Gauging Success of the Online Recycling Advertising Campaign

Recycle Colorado prioritized impressions (number of views) as our primary goal. We also used
click-thru rates (CTR) as a barometer for how the content prompted viewers to want to learn
more. The English versions of the ads collectively had a .25% CTR while the Spanish versions of
these ads had a .62% CTR. The aggregated weighted CTR for both ads was .28%. However, those
statistics represent aggregated results from two different campaign strategies:

- August 2020 – December 2020: the strategy was to maximize impressions. During this
time period our average CTR was 0.07% for the English version of the ad, 0.16% for the
Spanish language ads, and a weighted 0.075% for both

- In January, we changed to a maximum click strategy which succeeded in increasing our
CTR for the English language ad to 0.57%, the Spanish language ad to 0.85%, and a
weighted average of 0.61% for both.



General All Industry Index:
The Median CTR for Google Display ads was 0.47% for all industries during COVID-19 according
to Wordstream’s 2020 Study on Pay Per Click Benchmarks during COVID-19.  This data, however,
does not take into consideration the bid strategy used, nor the specific purpose of the ad, and
thus renders it difficult to make a true comparison.

Comparable Public Awareness Campaigns:
A better way to determine Recycle Colorado’s Google Display Ad results is against comparable
public awareness campaigns, of which we offer two examples:

1) A green business campaign for a city on Colorado’s Front Range had a campaign goal to
increase awareness and participation of companies participating in its Green Business
Program. This campaign had a CTR of 0.07% (ours is 0.07%), CPC of $0.32 (ours was
$3.23), and CPM of $0.24 (ours was $2.31). Similar to the recycling awareness campaigns
being run in Commerce City, Longmont, and Thornton, this Green Business awareness
campaign was more about generating increased awareness for participating businesses
among the general public, and did not include any specific/direct calls-to-action (CTAs)
other than to "Click here to see the list of Green Businesses" or "Shop your local Green
Businesses." Given the broad awareness goals and "softer" CTAs, this Green Business
Google Display Ads campaign saw click-through rates (CTRs) similar to that of Recycle
Colorado's Google Display Ads campaigns. 

2) A tourism campaign for a city on the Front Range had a campaign goal of increasing
public awareness, interest, and economic activity for local businesses for both local and
drive-market audiences. This campaign rendered CTR of 0.09% (ours is 0.07%), CPC of
$2.26 (ours was $3.23), and CPM of $2.01 (ours was $2.31). Similar to the recycling
awareness campaigns being run in Commerce City, Longmont, and Thornton, the goal of
these tourism display campaigns was to generate increased awareness, and did not
include any specific/direct calls-to-action (CTAs) other than to "Shop Local" or "Support
Local Businesses." Given the broad awareness goals and "softer" CTAs, these Google
Display Ads campaigns saw click-through rates (CTRs) similar to that of Recycle
Colorado's Google Display Ads campaigns. 

Which Recycling Message Resonates Best?

Each month emphasized a different recycling theme:
o August: General recycling education
o September: Product transformation
o October: Rinse to recycle
o November: Colorado’s recycling rate is behind the national average
o December: Recycling for job creation
o January: Recycling for a better future

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2020/04/06/google-ads-benchmarks-during-covid-19


Our first ad in August focusing on general recycling education showed the best performance
(based on highest CTR and lowest CPC). It is unclear if this ad performed the best due to it being
the first ad seen by our audience or because it was the most appealing. The general trend was a
slowly decreasing performance of the ads, until January when a change in bid strategy created
some pleasantly unexpected high CTRs and low CPC.

August
August’s ad focused on general recycling education and showed general categories of
recyclables accepted in the cities’ curbside recycling programs. This ad performed the best
(during the first 5 month of a bid strategy to maximize views) which may have simply been due
to it being the first message seen by our audience.

Interesting Observations:
● Images of recyclable materials only were favored over images of materials that also

included a person.
● The headline calling attention to Colorado was clicked on more frequently than the

individual city name

Google Display Ads allowed us to test a variety of images, headlines and ad copy. It
auto-combines assets to create a multitude of creative looks. Google Display Ads ranked the
performance of the attributes allowing us to understand which elements performed the best.
The ranking structure is based on Google’s historical performance data.

Below are various Google Display Ad combinations served to viewers.



Below is how Google Display Ads ranked the various headlines, ad copy, and images we used.



Spanish version:



September:
September’s ad emphasized product transformation and how recyclable materials can be
transformed into new, valuable products. We showcased glass since Colorado is fortunate to
have a circular loop for recycled glass.
Interesting Observations:
• This ad performed especially well in Commerce City. We hypothesize a few reasons. First, the
look of the new glass bottle is familiar to customers who frequent mercados which still sell
carbonated beverages in glass bottles. The familiarity may have made this ad more personable.
Secondly, many workers drink soda products on a daily basis again making the ad more
relatable.
• There was no clear winner in the ad Headline.
• Combining the words recycling and sustainable in the same ad copy performed the best.





October
October’s ad reverted back to an educational message with a “Rinse to Recycle” theme.
Contamination is a problem cited by all three Cities and associated haulers. This ad served as a
reminder to put only clean materials in the recycling bin.

Interesting Observations:
● The top ranked image was that of the empty bottles rather than a person rinsing a can.
● The ad copy emphasizing water savings performed the best.







November
The goal for November’s ad was to provide motivation for Colorado to catch up to the U.S.
national recycling average. The ad draws attention to the inconvenient fact that Colorado is 50%
behind the national recycling average.  We used mountain images which are familiar and a
common sense of pride for Coloradoans. While Colorado boasts numerous high peaks, we are
ironically dwarfed by our low recycling rates.

Interesting Observations:
● The best headline formatted statistics as a sports score “CO 17%  vs.  US 35%.”
● The “It’s time to catch up” scored low and perhaps invoked a negative connotation.





December
The emphasis for December’s ad was recycling for job creation. Recycling creates nine times as
many jobs as landfilling. With the economy being weakened by COVID-19, we felt this was a
strong message.
Interesting Observations:
● The best image showed the most number of people.
● The use of statistics, “9x as many jobs,” did not perform as well as the more general,

“jobs…really start to add up” ad copy.







January
The intention of January’s ad was a call of action to recycle for Colorado’s future. To bookend
the campaign, we used the same image of recyclable materials as was used in the first ad, along
with Colorado’s state flag.

Interesting Observations:
● The Colorado state flag has a strong positive connotation and thus was selected for the

customized image.
● The best ranking Spanish ad copy was conversely ranked lowest in it’s English translation,

“Recycling creates a better future by reducing energy use and creating jobs.” This seems to
indicate that messaging on energy use and job creation resonate better with Spanish
speaking communities.

● This ad resonated particularly well in Commerce City where  (unknown to us), the
community ran simultaneous ads promoting its 10-year Comprehensive Plan which
paralleled our messaging of creating a better future.





Demographic Observations from Google Campaign

Age & Gender
Overall, women have a slightly higher click-through rate (CTR) when compared to men. This is
particularly true of older women. However, younger men 18-24 and 25-34 showed stronger
performance than women of the same age. (see data charts in Appendix)

Parental Status
Overall, users who are a Parent appear to have better performance compared to users who are
Not a Parent or Unknown. This includes significantly higher click-through rate (CTR) and lower
cost-per-click (CPC). (see data charts in Appendix)

Household Income (HHI)
In general, it appears users in the lower 50% of HHI have the best performance with the highest
click-through rate (CTR) and lowest cost-per-click (CPC). Conversely, users in the top 10% HHI
have the lowest CTR and highest CPC. This trend holds true across all three communities, but is
most pronounced in Commerce City with the largest delta in CTR between the lower 50% and
top 10%. (see data charts in Appendix)



Device Type

When using a "vCPM" (maximum click) bid strategy from August 1 - December 31st, we can see

that computers account for roughly 35% of cost and impressions and 10% of clicks. While these

clicks from users on computers were significantly more expensive, they also likely represent a

highly engaged audience since many computer users are unlikely to click on Display ads.

Conversely, when the bid strategy was changed to "Maximize Clicks" in January, we see that

Google Ads showed very few impressions to computer users since the algorithm also

"understands" that computer users are less likely to click on Display ads compared to mobile

users. (see data charts in Appendix)

Exterior Signage: Bus Shelter Ads

To expand viewership of the ads, the campaign used exterior signage on bus shelters, which
could be easily seen by motorists, pedestrians, and public transportation riders. A bilingual
version of the recycling ads were displayed at two bus shelters in each of the three cities. The
locations of the bus shelters changed each month to best cover the geographic areas in each
city. Viewership of the ads ranged from 100,000 – 552,000 impressions each month depending
on location. That equates to an estimated 1,776,000 – 4,448,000 impressions during the
six-month campaign.



City Communications

Each city was provided with customized collateral that could be promoted during our

advertising campaign and well beyond. We believed that messaging coming directly from the

community would reinforce the advertising campaign sponsored by Recycle Colorado. For these

reasons, Recycle Colorado collaborated with each city to produce a:

o Recycling flyer that could be included with a city newsletter and/or posted to the
city’s website. (See Appendix)

o Video clip featuring each city’s landmarks and a statement from the Mayor or city
official about the importance of recycling in their community. (See Appendix)

Each city was appreciative of the customized collateral. They used it as an opportunity to

promote recycling using many communication vehicles including social media posts on

Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor, and YouTube. The videos were played on local TV stations, at Rec

Centers, and in City facilities and were posted on the cities’ websites.  Longmont also wrote a

press release about the recycling advertising campaign.

Data tracking- Recycling Rates

The second goal of the campaign was to increase overall recycling rates in each of the three

cities.  Only cities with single haulers were selected for this project. In that way, we could best

consolidate current and historical data on waste diversion. Throughout the six-month project

we tracked total waste sent to landfills compared with total recycling weights to measure each

town’s curbside-only recycling rates. We compared curbside recycling rates from the 6-month

advertising campaign to the same time period from the previous year. A total of 8,435.43 tons

of recycling was collected from all three Cities during the 6 months of the recycling ad

campaign. We saw slight increases in Longmont’s and Thornton’s recycling rates and a slight

decrease in Commerce City’s recycling rate which we attribute to a) opt-out of recycling bin b)

change of haulers c) addition of off-site cardboard collection sites and d) COVID-19.  We believe

COVID-19 negatively impacted the results of all three Cities. As we take a closer look at how

each City performed individually, please note:

o COVID-19 impacted residential recycling rates. General consensus from haulers we
consulted with is that a significant spike in waste and recycling weights occurred early in
the COVID months of April – June and continued at increased levels over the remainder
of the year.

o Nationally, Republic Services saw a 25% increase in trash volumes. "In a typical
household folks are generating before the pandemic around four pounds per person per
day, but now that's increased 25% to 30%. So folks are generating way more than four
pounds per person per day," says Tania Ragland Castaneda of Republic Services, one of



the largest solid waste collection and processing services in the nation.” News source.
Across their Colorado municipalities they saw a 5-10% increase in waste and a 2-3%
increase in recycling starting in late March and lasting until May. The proportionally
larger increase in waste compared to recycling negatively affected the results of our
campaign producing lower recycling rates due to COVID-19.

o Only residential curbside recycling data is included in these findings.  The data does NOT
include commercial recycling, drop-off recycling, or compost.

A snapshot comparison of each City’s recycling rates during the course of the 6-month

campaign. The lighter colored line represents data from the previous year.

A total of 8,435.43 tons of curbside recycling was collected across the three Cities:
● 3,974.33 ton from Longmont
● 2,845 tons from Thornton
● 1,616.10 tons from Commerce City

https://abc7.com/covid-19-pandemic-plastic-waste-landfills/7906927/


Individual City results:

Longmont

Longmont showed variability in its curbside recycling rates during the 6-month campaign.
Overall, there was a 1.49% increase in curbside recycling compared to the same time period of
the previous year. We perceive any increase as a strong outcome considering the amount of
waste generated during COVID-19 which weakened overall recycling rates.

Thornton:

Thornton experienced a fairly consistent increase in curbside recycling rates during the 6-month
campaign culminating in a 0.003% increase overall from the same timeframe in the previous
year.  There was also a considerable increase of waste due to COVID-19 which diluted the
overall recycling rates.



Commerce City

Commerce City experienced a consistent month over month increase in curbside recycling rates
during the 6-month campaign. Commerce City experienced an overall decrease of 3.19% when
comparing recycling rates of the 6 months of our ad campaign versus the same 6 months of the
previous year. We attribute these reasons to the decrease:
1. Commerce City provided an opt-out of recycling option in 2020. Residents were given a

choice of turning in their recycling bin for a second trash bin. This was done in an effort to
decrease contamination rates.  A decrease in recycling collection was anticipated.

2. Commerce City changed its waste/recycling hauler in January 2020. We suspect variations
between each company’s data collection methodologies may have contributed to the
reduction of curbside recycling reported from January 2020 onward.

3. In October, Commerce City started two new cardboard dog house recycling drop- off sites at
Eagle Point and Bison Ridge in.  A significant amount of cardboard (12 tons/month) was
collected in these community locations for residents and businesses to use. With a second
option for residential recycling of cardboard boxes, it may have detracted from recycling that
otherwise would have been collected curbside.

4. There was also a considerable increase of waste due to COVID-19 which diluted the overall
recycling rates.



Conclusion:

There is a desire for more recycling outreach and education from the public and municipalities.
Recycle Colorado’s 6-month recycling ad campaign was well received and most appreciated by
the three Cities we partnered with. A desire for more collaboration with Recycle Colorado has
been expressed for future projects. The campaign achieved its objectives of community-wide
outreach with over 5.2M impressions, and drove traffic to the Cities’ websites 14,698 times
where residents could learn more about their communities recycling programs. We witnessed
the importance of Spanish language ads which showed higher engagement than the English
versions of the same ads. There was a slight increase in recycling rates (with the exception of
Commerce City) which is to be considered a success in a turbulent period of COVID-19 when
trash collection outpaced recycling. While it is difficult to know the full positive impacts of this
recycling ad campaign, Recycle Colorado remains committed to further advancing recycling
efforts across Colorado.



Appendix:

Recycling flyers customized for each City.

Thornton - English Recycling flyer:



Thornton – Spanish Recycling flyer:



Longmont – English Recycling flyer:

Longmont – Spanish Recycling Flyer:





Commerce City - Bilingual Recycling Flyer

City videos

Video clips featuring each City’s landmarks and a statement from the Mayor or city official

about the importance of recycling in their community was created for each City.

Thornton: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaAcXNJIB4g

Longmont: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXAQKzSRrBs

Commerce City: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbziFhbvT6Q

All Collateral Assets:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1G_k4JqTRchAvEeshk0SUM505pROFyTYz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaAcXNJIB4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXAQKzSRrBs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbziFhbvT6Q
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1G_k4JqTRchAvEeshk0SUM505pROFyTYz


Demographic Observations from Google Campaign- Charts
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